CFCS always strives to provide the best service to our families. With an aging water system, 60+ years at Holy Sepulchre we are faced with a difficult decision. Spigots left on all weekend, faucet drips, and breaks in water lines are a significant cost to the cemeteries. Due to these circumstances we have decided to implement a new watering program.

Together We Can Make a Difference

Water containers will be placed throughout the cemetery for your use. Flower cones can be filled at these stations for your fresh flower tributes. Container will be present for you to water your plantings and please remember that floral programs purchased through the cemetery will be watered by our staff.

Helping Our Environment

Geographically located between our Great Lakes we often take this most precious resource for granted. We all need to do our part to preserve our natural resources for generations to come.

Serving Our Community

As a ministry, we have been a vital part of community life for more than 200 years. We continue to give back to the community, balancing the needs of families today with the needs of the community tomorrow.

Call (888)516-9110 or visit us at www.cfcsdetroit.org